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ABSTRACT 
Let 0 be the I-term (lx.zz) (Ix.xx). Correcting and supplementing Jacopini 
[1975], it will be shown by a prooftheoretical argument that Con( Aq+ .Q=M) for an 
arbitrary closed I-term M. 
By changing the pairingfunction in the graphmodel PO, cf. Scott [1975], it will 
be shown that for arbitrary closed M one may have Pw I= = Q=M, giving a 
modeltheoretic proof of Con( lf Q= M). 
$ 1. PROOFTHEORETICAL PROOF OF COn(~q+~=M) 
In this paper we use the notation as in Barendregt. [1977]. In this 
section we follow the line of argument as given in Jacopini [1975] to show 
that for an arbitrary closed A-term M Con (Aq +$2=.&Q. 
In 1. l-l .7 we give a criterion for Con (17 + M = N), and in the rest of 
this section we use this to show that Con (A7 +Q=Z) for M E AO. 
1.0 NOTE: Throughout this section all our reasoning takes place in 
the theory izq, so when writing M =N, we mean izq k M =N. 
1.1 DEF.: Let X, Y, U, VETO, then X2% Y iff 3T&EAO QUV-X 
and QVU=Y. 
1.2 LEMMA: For all X, Y, X’, Y’ E AO: 
1. XPYX 
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2. Xz Y, then YZX 
3. Xz Y and X’z Y’, then XX’= YY 
4. u22 v 
PROOF: 
1. R(KX)Uv=KXv=KXU=K(KX)VU 
2. If &UV=X and &VU= Y, then (ilxyx~xzy)&UV=QVU= Y and 
(Ixyx.xxy)&vu=&uv=x. 
3. and 4. are equally simple. 
1.3 DEF.: 
1. z is the transitive closure of z, so X EL Y iff 321, . .., 2, E AO, 
n>6 such that Xtt&-+... ttZ,+Y. 
2. Wh (X N Y) = n, if in 1. n is chosen minimal. 
Notation: X T;I’ Y, e.g. X 7 Y means X ++ Y. 
1.4 LEMMA: For all X, Y, 2, X’, Y’ E AO: 
1. xIII:x 
2. XZ Y then Y’%X 
3 XE Y’and X’EZ Y’, then XX’E YY’ 
4’ XZY and Y E Z then XZ Z 
5: XE Y, then 2x.X k12x.Y 
6. UXV 
PROOF: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 trivial. 
3. By induction on max (Zth (X N Y), Zth (X’ N Y’)). 
CONCLUSION: Jz is a congruence relation on fl” x Ao. 
1.5 LEMMA: For all X, Y, U, BE,@: XEZ Y ely+U= V t-X= Y. 
PROOF: Trivial. 
1.6 DEP.: U is separable from V, U sep V iff T 25 P. 
1.7 THM.: For M,NEAO: 1MsepN iff --,Con(ly+N=N). 
PROOF: 
Msepi’? +T Es +ilq+M=N j-T=F al Con(Aq+M=N). 
1.8 DEF.: 
1. 4 is a set of words over the following alphabet : 
Xo,Xl,...;Q,~,(,)- 
Note: Q is a special symbol, but G’ = (Ax-xx)(;Zx.xx). 
2. 4 is inductively defined by: for i E CO q E A; Q ELI; if M, iV E 4, 
then MNEA; if MELI, then ~JMELJ. 
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3. Mz N if 1. iW = C[(ilxP)&] and iV = C[P[x:=&]] - 
2. M c C[kPx] and N 3 C[P] (x 6 E‘vn) 
3. M 3 C[Q] and N = C&?] 
2’ is defined as the transitive and reflexive closure of x . 
4. FTr a J-term we define IMJ to be M without any underlining, and 
MEM’-e-IMI Es IM’l. 
In particular Q 319, for 191 z 9. 
5. For MEA we de&e &:$-+A for x$PV(M) as follows: 
M E xg, then &(xc) z ~2 
M = Q, then +&2) EZ x 
M = W, then d4W) = &OV$~(&) 
M z AqP, then +&r$‘) E AX&(P) 
With these definitions we can keep track of Q’s in a A-term M, while 
reducing this term. 
First we will obtain a version of the “Genericity Lemma” in 1.11. 
1.9 LEMMA: Let M,NEA and M’E& with MEM’ andMx+N, 
then there is a N’ E 4 such that N N N’ and M’ --g+ N’. 
PROOF: It is sufficient to show this for M 3 N. 
Then the proof is easy by simulating the reduction of the redex in M 
in M’. 
1.10 LEMMA: Let M, N ~4, and MT? N, then 4,(M) 3’ &(N) 
(for 2 $ PV(MN)) 
PROOF: By induction on s;+ : in the reduction M z* N replace 
the constant Q everywhere bythe fresh variable x. - 
1.11 THM.: (Version of the Genericity Lemma). 
Let GA27 N and N in /+normal form, then for all M E .A 
GM--N. 
I% 
PROOF: By lemma 1.9 we have : there is a N’ E A, such that GQ 3’ N’ 
and NNN’. 
- 
By lemma 1.10: &(GQ)-g $,(N’). Now D $ N hence N = N’ and 
N’=&(N’). Th ere ore f Gxx+ N for x r$ F’CT(G), hence GM-g N, 
for all M. 
1.12 LEMMA: Let M, N ~4, then M N N + 3C(xo, x1, x2:2) 
(X0, Xl,% E F"v(C)) 
such that C[z-,: =x, xl: =x, ~2: =Q] E &M 
and C[xo:=x, xl:=&?, x2:=x] FE c&N. 
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PROOF : It is obvious that M is identical with N, except for the 
occurrences of 52 and Q. Now we will consider M and N as contexts of 
D and Q, where every occurrence of D and Q is mentioned. 
We have e.g. M E C’[Q, 9, Q, JJ, . ..I and N = C’[Q, Q, 9, Q, . ..I (with 
x $ PV(MiV)), giving us: t&M ZE c’[Q, Q, x, x, . . .] and 
c&N SE clp-2, x, 9, x, . ..I. 
We can now distinguish between four cases: 
1. an occurrence of 2 in $,M, where in the corresponding place in &N 
occurs a x. 
2. an occurrence of x in q&M, where in the corresponding place in q&N 
occurs an 9. 
3. an occurrence of D in qS%M, where in the corresponding place in &N 
occurs a x. 
4. an occurrence of D in C&M, where in the corresponding place in cb,N 
occurs an 9. 
Now substitute “fresh” variables x0, xi, xz in t&M and $N respectivily 
for occurrences of 1, 2 and 3. 
This gives the desired C. (In the example: 
C&o, Xl, x2) = C’[Q, x2, Xl, x0, .a .I.) 
1.13 LEMMA: If Co[Q] =Ci[Q], then there is a C such that 
CO[X] 3’ C[XO : = x, xi : = x, x2 : = 91, and 
Cl[~l~’ C[xo:=x, x1:=Q, x2:=x]. 
PROOF : By the Church-Rosser theorem we obtain for some 2 
c~[Q] x+ 2 and CdQl x+ 2. 
By lemma 1.9: 
N being an equivalencerelation on 4 x4, &(C&?]) T &M, 
&(Ci[Q]) 3’ $,N and M N N hold. 
Then lemma 1.12 gives us the desired result. 
1.14 DEF.: Let X, Y, U, I/’ E AO, then 
X~Y,Y~X,3~.no(PU=XandP~=Y). 
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1.15 LEMMA: 
1. If T= 2, then T=Z (for u, 2 E 4) 
2. If .Z%F, then Z=F. 
PROOF : 
1. Suppose T z 2, then 3P PU =.Z and P!S = T. Now apply theorem 
1.11, T in &-normal form. Then PM 3’ T for all M, hence PU = T. 
2. Analogous. 
1.16 LEMMA: 
1. x-uy Y+ &rz(xz-zz Y) (for X, Y, 2 E AO) 
2. XvJaz-Uay,XURy. 
PROOF : 
1. Suppose there is a Q such that QUV=X and &VU= Y, then define 
Z = QUU, P = QU and P’ z lx-QxU. Then PU = QUU = Z and 
PV = QUV=X,soX~Z, and also P’U = (J.x.QxU)U=QUU = Z 
and P’V s (kc-QxU)V=QVU= Y, so Z%- Y. 
2. Suppose there are P, P’ such that PU=X, PLl=Z and P’U=Y, 
P’G=Z, so PL?=P’fJ. By lemma 1.13 
Px-g C[xo: =x, x1:=x, x2: =In] 
and 
P’x~“c[xo:=x, 21:=!s, x2:=x] 
for certain C. 
Therefore 
PU=C[xo:=U, x1:=u, xg:=9] 
and 
P’U=C[xo:=U, x1:=r(l, xa:=U]. 
Now define Q 3 AxyC[xo:= U, x1:=x, xz:=y]. 
Then 
QU$‘2 E (AzyC[xo:=U, x1:=x, xz:=y])Us1= 
=C[xo:=U, x1:=u, x2:=9]=PU=X 
and 
QL’U=C[xo:= U, x1:=$2, x:!:=U]=P’U= Y, 
hence X z Y. 
1.17 LEMIWA: --, T EL F (for any U E no). 
PROOF : We show by induction on 12 : -, T S$ F. 
1. n=O.TzF,thenby1.16.1for some Z TEZZF, hence by 1.15 
T = Z and Z = F, so T = F, and that is a contradiction. Hence -, T tf F. 
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2. n>O.SupposeTTP,then3& ,..., ZnT++Z~tt...*ZnttP,and 
by 1.16.1 3W1, . . . . Wn+l T +- WI + 21 + . . . + 8, +- Wm+l + P. By 
1.15 T= WI and W @+I =P, so this reduces the chain to : 
T-+81-z-- Wz-+...t W,+Z,cP, 
and by 1.16.2 T ++ WZ tf . . . tf Wn tf P, so T n:1 P, and this contra- 
diet8 the induction hypothesis. 
1.18 THM.: For all ME da Con (nq+Q=M). 
PROOF : Let M E As. Suppose N sep Q. Then by 1.6 T % P contra- 
dicting 1.17. Therefore 7 Msep Q and hence by 1.7 Con (&+G=.M). 
1.19 REMARK 
1. It is not the case that, if P is unsolvable, then Con (il+P=M) for all 
ME.@. 
Take e.g. P = YK (the fixed-point of K), then Px= KPx= P, 
hence P=I k x=1x= Px= P for all x, contradiction. 
2. Jacopini [19751 gives an example of an unsolvable P, which is of order 
0 (a term P is of order 0 iff P does not reduce to a term of the form 
ilx&), such that -, Con(3L+P=I):letwszilx.xxx,andP=~a~a-Qs, 
then: I =& k 1= w3w3 = ~03~3~03 =$&u)s = 1~s = ~03, and it is not diffi- 
cult to derive a contradiction from nx.x=ax.xxx. (Cf. BGhm [1968]). 
$ 2. MODELTHEORETICAL PROOF OF Con (n+$i)=d!f) 
For all 44 E 110, we will define a bijective pairingfunction CM, such 
that PO, CM k On= M. 
2.1 Some definitions and remarks in connection with Pco : 
1. e,={a, . . . . xk} iff n= ~~2”~ and xs<xi<... <xk. 
2. The letter C will be reserved for bijective pairing-functions : n xn -tn. 
C* is the “ordinary” pairing: C*(n, m)=+(n+m)(n+m+ l)+m. 
3. Abstraction and application in Pco, given a pairing C : if f : Pc@+l + Pw 
is continuous, then il*x. f(x,T) = (C(n, m) jm E f(em,$)); if u, x E Pm, 
then u+x={m]3n e, _C x and C(n, m) E U> E Pm. 
4. Interpretation from R to PO, given C and a valuation Q (by induction) : 
[xl’& = Q(X) ; [MN-$ = [Ml’&. [N]$ ; [As. M]$ = I*d . [M]$“‘? 
5. By definition of e, and C*: if e, C ek, then q<tk; if m E ek then m<k; 
if C*(a,b)=c, then c>a and c>b. If C*(a,b)=c, we call a=lc and 
b=Jc. 
2.2 LEMMA: 
1. If a E [,!XJc, then 3k(c(/c, a) E ek). 
2. If ek= {C(k, a)}, then a E [D]c. 
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PROOF : 
1. Suppose a E [Ujc. Let cu = [kr.xx]o. By 2.1.3 A%(& C LU and C(k, a) E u)). 
Let kc=pk[eg C co and C(k, a) E o] (“the smallest I% such that . . .“). 
C(lc0, a) E w j. cc E eke .ek,, + 3q(e, C ek,, and C(q, a) E ek,,). Hence e, C cu 
and C(q, a) E w, so Ico~q by the minimality of kc; and by 2.1.5 p<k~, 
i.e. q=i&, therefore C(ks, a) E ek,,. 
2. Suppose efi= (C(k, a)}, then ek C ek and C(k, a) E efi, so a; E ee’ek, i.e. 
C(k, a) E: a. Therefore ek C o, and a E [Q]o. 
2.3 COR. : [,t&* =@ 
PROOF : By 2.2.1 and 2.1.5. Cf. Scott [1975]. 
2.4 LEMMA: If A C n, then there is a pairing CA such that [G]cA =A. 
PROOF : 
1. If A=@, then [Q]c,=O=A. Define CA=C*. 
2. If A #@, then let {aili in} be an enumeration (possibly with repe- 
titions) of the elements of A. We define CA in stages, by interchanging 
values of P. 
Step 0: if C*(l, a~) =ps, define CA(~, ao) = 0 and CA(O, 0) ‘~230; step n, 
for n> 0: let k’ be the smallest k such that C’A(~~, a,) or C~(lk, Jlc) is 
not yet defined in any of the previous steps. Then define CA( 2k’, a,) = I%’ 
and CA@‘, Jk’) = C*(Sk’, a,). For all pairs (p,, q), such that CA@, q) is not 
defined in any of the steps above, define CA@, q) =C*(p, a). 
Clearly this definition makes CA a bijective pairing. 
a. Let m EYE!. By step m, there is a k E Til such that CA(~&, a,) =I%. By 
2.1.1 e+={k}, so by 2.2.2 a, E [G]c,. Therefore [Q]cA > A. 
b. If a E [G],, then by 2.2.1 3lk c~(k,a) ~ek. By 2.1.6 cA(k,a)<k, so 
cA(k, a)<C*(k, a). Let CA(k, a) be defined in Step i. It follows easily 
that a=ai, so [,Q]c, CA. 
a and b give [a], = A, in all cases. 
In 2.5 and 2.6, we will formulate a finiteness condition, in order to be 
able to construct CM for each M E AO, such that [Q]oM= [lM]oM. 
2.5 DEF.: Let M E A: Q be a valuation, and a in. Then: 
1. P: n x n -+ ‘1R, an injective partial function with a Jinite domain, is 
called a forcing condition. 
2. When P is a forcing condition, then P IF a E [A!]@ (P forces a E [NIP), 
iff for all pairings C, if C 2 P, then a E [n/r]“,. 
2.6 THM.: Let M E A, Q be a valuation, C a pairing, and a E n. Then: 
if a E [Ml%, then there is a forcing condition P such that P C C and 
P IF u E [Aq. 
PROOF : By induction on the structure of M: 
1. M E x. Then [x18 = Q(X). Suppose a E Q(X), This is independent of C, 
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so if a E [iV]$, then for all pairing C’, a E [x]$. Then @ jj-- a E [xl” 
follows. 
2. M E Ix.& and suppose the theorem is proven for R. Then 
[M-j8 = il*d. [RI?@) = (C(n, m)lm E [Rlf?“‘““‘). 
Suppose a E [MI. 312, m(a=C(m, m) and m E [R]$“‘““‘). By induction 
there is a forcing condition P 2 C with P /b m E [R]“‘“‘““‘. Define 
P*= P u {(n, m, a)>. Clearly P* is a forcing condition, P* _C C, and 
P* I-- m E [R]eclc’e~‘. Now if c’ 1 P* is a pairing, then m E [R]$?‘n’, 
and C”(n, m) = a E [Ml&, so P* IF a E [M’Je. 
3. M E RQ, and suppose the theorem is proven for R and Q. Now 
[M]c = [R]c* [Q]c = (mlfln en C [Q] and C(n, m) E [RI). 
Suppose a E [Ml, then for some n, q en = ($0, . . . , xk) C [Q] and C(m, a) = 
= q E [RI. Then by induction there are forcing conditions PO, . . . , Pk, Pk+l 
such that Pt_C C (O<i<k+l) and Pti IF XZE [Q] (O~idk) and 
P,$+r IF q E [RI. Define P= Uf’l’,’ Pi U {(a, a, q)). Clearly P is a forcing 
condition and P 2 C. Also P IF XC E [Q] (0 G i Q I%) and P IF p E [RI. 
Now, if C’ I P is a pairing, then en = {XO, . .., zk} C [&ICY and q E [R]ce 
and C’(n, a) =q, so a E [M]c* 
2.7 REMARK: We want a pairing CM such that [L&, = [M]cN (for 
M E fls). The construction of 2.4 is not sufficient now, because the set 
[M]I, changes, when C changes. 
2.6 gives us the solution: a E [M]c is forced by a flnite P L C, so when 
we define C’ such that C’(2m, a) = m for a certain m E n and still c’ > P, 
we will have a E [M]c, and a E [L?]c,. Then we can proceed with the “next” 
element in [Ml. In detail, we do this in 2.8. 
2.8 DEF.: 
1. By induction we define a, E %I u {i}, pairings C, and forcing con- 
ditions P, for each M E AO, such that for m<k Pn 5 ck, for all n 
Pn _C Pm+1 and, if a,# S, Pn It-an E [Ml. 
a. m=O. Define ao=Q, Co=C* and PO=@ 
b. n> 0. Suppose a,-~, C,-1 and P,-1 defined. Then: 
case 1: [M]c,- 1 C (al, . . . , am-l). Define a, = a,+ C, = Cn-1, P, = P+1. 
case 2: [M]c,-, $ {al, . . . . an-l}. Define an=~x[x E [M]c,+,--(a~, . . . . 
. . ., a,-I>]. By 2.6 there is a forcing condition Q such that Q IF a, E [M] 
and Q _C G-1. Let 
q =,UX[X $ Ran (Pm-1 U Q) and (2~, on) $ Dom (Pn-1 U Q)] ; 
q exists, because P,-1 u Q is finite. 
Define G(x, y) = CL(x, y) if (x, y) # (5% ad and (x, Y) z Vq, Jd : 
Cn(2g, a,)=q and C,(Iq, Jq)=C*(2a, an). 
Define Pn=Pn-1 U Q U ((24, an, a), (Ia, Jq, C*(2g, an))). 
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Note that in both cases C, is a bijective pairing, P, a forcing condition 
and the conditions mentioned above hold. 
2. Define CM by C&r, y) =lim++ C&, y). Result: P, 2 CM for all n. 
2.9 LEMMA: CM is well-defined and a bijective pairing. 
PROOF : Let x, y ED. If C&r, y) =C*(x, y) for all n E 7n, trivially 
CM(x, y)=C*(x, y). If that is not the case, there is a k>O such that 
(x, y) $ Dom Pk-1 but (x, y) E Dom Pk, by 2.8. 
Hence Ct(x, y)=C*(x, y), if O<i<k-1, and Cz(x, y)=C~(x, y) for i>k 
by the condition for q in 2.8. So CM(X, y) =ck(x, y). 
Therefore is Cn(x, y) for all x and y eventually constant, and is CM 
well-defined. It is easily checked that CM is bijective. 
2.10 LEMMA: For all a, q EXI ((24, a, q)} # a E [Sz]. 
PROOF : ezq = (q}, so if C( 2S, a) = q, or C S ((24, a, q)} for a certain pairing 
C, then a E [52]c by 2.2.2. 
2.11 THM.: For all 2M E A0 [Q]o,= [M]c, (CM as defined in 2.8). 
PROOF : 
a. We claim [M]c,= @i/i in}- (g} (ai as defined in 2.8). 
1. LetiEnandai#~.ThenP~It-a~E[2M]andPiCCkfork~i by 2.8, 
hence Pa C CM, thus u( E [M]c, by 2.9. 
2. Suppose a E [Ml,. By 2.6 there is a forcing condition P C CM such 
that P It-- a E [Ml. Since for all 2, y Cn(x, y) is eventually constant 
and P is finite, 3i0 in trk>io (C, 2 P and a E [M&Q. 
Now if for certain k>io case 1 in 2.8 holds, i.e. [M]Q _C (al, . .., uk), 
then a=ai for certain i E Til. 
Now, suppose on the contrary that for every k> is case 2 holds. 
Then mo+l, a,+~, . . . are all distinct, so there is a ak. in this sequence 
with ak>u. Because we chose each at minimal, a itself must be in 
this sequence, so a =ar for certain i E n. We conclude that in both 
cases a c {aili e Xl} - {+>, i.e. [M]c, C {a(@ in). This proves claim a. 
b. We claim [Q]c, = (a+ E n} - (4). 
1. Let i in and a& +. Then, for certain q EJJ, (2q, ai, q) E Pt, and by 
2.10 Pt It- at E [Q]. Hence, since Pi C CM, ai E [Q]+ by 2.9. 
2. Suppose a E [Q]cM. By 2.2.1 i%% (CM@, a) E ek), and by 2.1.5 CM&, u) < 
tk<C+(k, a). By construction of C, there is a n in such that 
C*(k, a) = C,(k, cc) > C,+l(lc, a) = C~(lc, a). 
It follows by 2.8 that (k, a) = (Zq, a,), so a=an, and [Q], C (u$ en>. 
This proves claim b. 
a and b together prove [Ujo, = [M]c,. 
2.12 NOTE: The construction of CM is not recursive. 
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